SCIENCE ON TAP
SUMMER SERIES

7pm | August 29th, 2018 | Northstar House’s Casita Del Polaris
1201 North Tioga Street | Ithaca, NY

The Science of Plants & Sustainability: lasting food supplies and telling environmental time.

Juana Munoz, PhD Candidate in Horticulture
“Invisible forces for farming: how soil microbes interact to promote plant growth for more sustainable agriculture.”

Dr. Brita Lorentzen, Postdoc in Classics
“Trees as time capsules: using tree-rings to learn about the past to help prepare for future climate and environmental changes and restore damaged ecosystems.”

Sponsored by: Cornell OISE | The Office of Postdoctoral Studies | Cornell BEST | The Northstar House | WHCU Radio

Open to the public! Please contact Tisha Bohr at tbohr@cornell.edu to request any accessibility requirements for the event.

For info on past and upcoming events please go to: http://www.gwiscornell.weebly.com